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For your diary

Fast facts from the Beijing
Review, March 2019

Annual General Meeting

▪

The Society’s Annual General Meeting will be held on
Wednesday 20 March at 7pm at the Golden King
restaurant, Dundas Ct, Philip. A banquet menu at a cost
of $27will be arranged.
We are in dire need of additional committee
members. Our numbers fell to 7 for the last year and it
made for a very busy and tiring year. If you have a bit of
spare time we would greatly appreciate having some new
faces join us. Committee meetings are monthly, held at
various restaurants, and usually last for an hour followed
by a meal. Committee tasks are not onerous and our
busy times are around the panda competition and school
awards and the Lantern Festival which are all very
rewarding for those involved. There is a nomination form
at the end of this Bulletin.
If you are interested and/or would like some more
information please contact me either by email
cjkeil@proforte.com.au or phone 62478231 / 0417
041148

▪

▪

▪



Film evening
There will be a film screening on Wed 17 April at the
Southern Cross Club, Jamison, at 7.30. The title will be
advised in the next Bulletin.


Art exhibition from China and display of
the Harvest of Endurance scroll

▪

A fleet of sightseeing buses
equipped with artificial intelligence
has started operation in Shanghai.
They use facial recognition to
allow passengers on and through
Wi-Fi can provide translation
services and answer questions
and provide audio guides.
In 2018 1.6 million patents were
registered, a rise of 18%. Also in
2018 31,000 trademark violations
were investigated resulting in 510
million yuan in fines issued.
In the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region
50.5% of days had good air
quality, a year on year increase of
1.1%. A 3 year action plan started
in 2018 aims to cut sulphur dioxide
and nitrogen dioxide emissions by
15% of 2015 emissions by 2020.
China’s smartphone shipments fell
by 15.5% last year to 390 million,
they were down 17% in
December. Smart phones account
for 94.1% of mobile phones.
Chinese branded mobile phones
account for 89.5% on mobile
phones shipped last year.
Investment in China’s
environmental sector surged 42%
in the first 11 months of 2018.
Sinopec Green Energy
Geothermal Development Co
provides heating to an area of
about 50 square km, it aims to
increase the area by another 100
Sq Km by 2023.

A new exhibition opening at the National Museum of
Australia in April focuses on calligraphy and painting from
Thanks to Neil Birch for
the collection of the National Museum of China in Beijing.
compiling these.
It will feature over 100 objects including works by three
modern Chinese artists – Xie Yun, Xiao Lang, and Wang
Naizhuang – a 20-metre-long replica of an 18th century scroll documenting
Emperor Qianlong’s 1751 tour to southern China, an animated multimedia
display of the Emperor’s procession, and seals, ink stones and bowls used by the
Emperor.
In association with this exhibition, the Museum will be displaying a section of the
Harvest of Endurance scroll. The launch of this exhibition is on the evening of
Thursday 4 April, and there will be a curated tour of the exhibition for members
and friends in June.
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Heaven and earth in Chinese art
Treasures from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, Art Gallery of New
South Wales, 2 Feb – 5 May 2019.
Carol notes: Brian and I visited the exhibition at 3pm last Sunday. I
would recommend going early in the day during the week. 99% of the
visitors on Sunday were Chinese with many small children and all the
display windows were smudged with finger/hand prints. Being able to
read the characters was obviously a huge advantage and several people
happily explained scrolls to us. The handout brochure was only in
Chinese and the explanations for each item were not in a large
font. However, it was definitely worth seeing.


Chinatowns and the rise of China
ANU China Seminar Series and ANU Heritage
Seminar Series
Speaker Ien Ang
Venue Seminar Room A, China in the World
Building (188), Fellows Lane, ANU
Date Thursday, 21 March, 2019 - 16:00 to 17:30

In the early twentieth century, Chinatowns in the
West were ghettos for Chinese immigrants who
were marginalised and considered ‘other’ by the dominant society. In
western eyes, these areas were the no-go zones of the Oriental other.
Now, more than one hundred years later, traditional Chinatowns still exist
in some cities but their meaning and role has been transformed, while in
other cities entirely new Chinatowns have emerged. This paper discusses
how Chinatowns today are increasingly contested sites where older
diasporic understandings of Chineseness are unsettled by newer,
neoliberal ones, dominated by the pull of China’s newly found economic
might. In particular, the so-called ‘rise of China’ has spawned a
globalisation of the idea of ‘Chinatown’ itself, with its actual uptake in
urban development projects the world over, or backlash against it,
determined by varying perceptions of China’s global ascendancy as an
amalgam of ‘threat’ and ‘opportunity’.
About the speaker
Distinguished Professor Ien Ang, a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the
Humanities, is Professor of Cultural Studies at Western Sydney University
and was the founding Director of the university’s Institute for Culture and
Society. She is one of the leaders in Cultural Studies worldwide. Here
wideranging interdisciplinary work deals broadly with patterns of cultural
flow and exchange in our globalised world, focusing on issues such as the
formation of audiences and publics; the cultural politics of identity and
difference; migration, ethnicity and multiculturalism in Australia and Asia,
especially related to Chinese diasporas; and issues of representation in
contemporary cultural institutions. Her books, including Watching Dallas,
Desperately seeking the audience and On not speaking Chinese, are
recognised as classics in the field and her work has been translated into
many languages, including Chinese, Japanese, Italian, Turkish, German,
Korean, and Spanish. Her most recent books include Cultural diplomacy:
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beyond the national interest (Routledge, 2016, co-edited with Yudhishthir
Raj Isar and Phillip Mar) and Chinatown Unbound: Trans-Asian Urbanism in
the Age of China (Rowman & Littlefield, 2019, co-authored with Kay
Anderson, Andrea Del Bono, Donald McNeill and Alexandra Wong). She is
the recipient of numerous Australian Research Council grants, including a
prestigious ARC Professorial Fellowship (2005–2009). Her current ARC
research project is entitled ‘The China Australia Heritage Corridor’ (with Dr
Denis Byrne).
Before the seminar: All attendees are invited to join us in the CIW Tea
House from 3.30pm for an informal discussion with the guest speaker
before the seminar.


ACFS visit to historic Braidwood
ACFS will organise a self-drive visit to Braidwood on Sunday 19 May
2019. The tentative itinerary is:
9.30am meet in Queanbeyan; car pool.
11am Local historian John Stahel will explain the Chinese collection in the
Braidwood Museum. Donation welcome.
12.30pm Lunch at local cafe.
2pm Owner Sonia Horan will conduct a tour of Bedervale House ($15)
followed by tea/coffee ($5).
4pm return to Queanbeyan / Canberra.
The final itinerary will be in the April Bulletin.
Please register your interest at acfsevent@gmail.com.au
For more information please contact Alex Olah on 0490 660 738.


New member
A warm welcome to new member John Corcoran.


Chinese Australian Historical Society
A History of Chinese Opera in Australia
To the surprise of many, Chinese Opera in Australia has a history dating
from its first appearance on the goldfields of Victoria in the 1850s and
1860s before finding its way to Melbourne and Sydney, as well as to
northern Australia and even Tasmania into the early 20th century. While
much of this cultural activity in a pre-multicultural Australia took place
within the Chinese community, Australia’s European community was
never completely isolated from this form of theatrical amusement. In
fact, our main sources of information about this art form in Australia
comes from the numerous European observers - patronising, amazed,
ignorant, disgusted, sympathetic, surprised and admiring, or all these at
the same time.
While “opera-goer” is unlikely to supplant images of goldminers and
market gardeners, it is worth considering the place of Chinese Opera in
4

the history of Australia not only as entertainment, but as evidence of
human and cultural exchange, efforts at integration, and as a lost, or
perhaps simply delayed, step in the evolution of Australia’s Asian fusion
culture.
Presenter:
Date:
Venue:
Cost:
Bookings:

Dr Michael Williams
Saturday 30 March 2019, 2.30pm
Mitchell Theatre, Sydney Mechanics Schools of Arts, Level
1, 280 Pitt Street, Sydney
$10 members. $15 non-members (includes refreshments)
lowekelley@bigpond.com, 0417 655 233


Committee news, March 2019 meeting
The final meeting of your currently standing committee, prior the 2019
Annual General Meeting, was held at the start of Autumn at the ‘Ginseng
Restaurant’ in the Hellenic Club, Phillip.
We covered a number of topics, including debriefing on the Lantern
Festival and the lantern making workshop. The festival was our most
successful so far, in terms of attendance, which we estimated to be at the
1000 mark! If you attended, we really hope that you enjoyed it and
welcome any feedback on how we can make it even better in the future.
You will be able to read Carol’s report on the event in this newsletter, and
also enjoy the pictorial account. The performers were all entertaining and
we always welcome their participation. The workshop was also a great
community activity, with many of the homemade lanterns making it to
the festival for display by their creators. Acquittal of the grant money we
received from the ACT Government for the Festival is our next task.
Discussion went onto ideas for the next Panda Competition theme. The
Panda Competition is our annual primary school activity where we ask
students studying Chinese to submit either pictures or sculptures which
align to that year’s theme. Currently we are thinking the theme could be
‘Ancient Chinese Inventions’.
A few future function ideas were mulled over – including a trip to
Braidwood to see the influence of the Chinese from the gold rush era,
and a private tour for ACFS members and friends of calligraphy and
paintings from the National Museum of China in Beijing at the National
Museum of Australia. There will be over 100 objects on display.
We hope to see many of you at the AGM later in March and welcome new
committee members. Our monthly meetings are mostly kept within an
hour and followed by a delicious meal. Fresh ideas, enthusiasm and
energy are very much welcomed.
The evening ended with a tasty meal – a dish I hadn’t tried before and
can highly recommend is the fried eggplant with blackbean and chilli
sauce.
Your Secretary, Tanja
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Lantern Festival 2019
This year’s Lantern Festival was our most
successful to date. The weather was kind
and we had a beautiful still night.
The evening commenced with a welcome
and background from Carol, followed by
the ANU Chinese Classical Music
Ensemble, the Mawson primary school
choir, a welcome speech by Minister-Counsellor Yang, the FCCCI Little Sprout Dance
Group, the ACCEPA Bluebell Dance Group and then the Jin Ju Wushu Academy. Next
was the CAA dance group and the ACCEPA children’s Choir who were followed by the
ringing of the Peace Bell which, because of the extensive crowd of well over 1000, was
difficult to hear – we have plans for better amplification next year.
The Canberra Chinese School, who were performing at the Festival for the very first
time, did a very short dance and the ACT government Minister for Multicultural
Affairs, Chris Steel, then said a few words. This was the first time a Minister had
attended in the more than 25 years we have been holding the event. We had one
more dance performance by the FCCCI
youth dance group before the judging of
the hand-made lantern competition and
prizes were presented by MinisterCounsellor Yang and Minister Chris Steel.
The highlight of the evening was the Lion
dance performance followed by the Lantern
Parade led by the lions. Free sparklers
were given to children at the end of the
evening but we have decided to
discontinue this for future years as there
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was damage to a table, many of the younger children seem to be frightened and
with a large crowd it is too difficult to safely light the sparklers.
The money raised from lantern sales will support our Project Hope students for
another year which is excellent news as we can no longer hold our fundraising stalls
at the Fyshwick Markets. The space has been let to a single charity for a 12 month
period.
Our advertising worked very well on all media - radio, print and social - and thanks
go to Alex and John W. Alex very kindly did the 6.50am interview with ABC 666 and
the Festival was subsequently mentioned regularly during the morning.
Setting up the performance area and the Pavilion is now down to a fine art. The
teams of Brian, Michael, John W, Vincent, Eva, Zheng, Alex, Neil and the students
from Canberra College’s Interact Club worked very efficiently and were all done by
4.45pm. Jean helped by Peter, Vera, Sue and Teck prepared all the lanterns for
sale. Jean, Sue, Vera, Alex and Neil sold lanterns, Vera took registrations for the
hand-made lantern competition. Angela handed out programs and she and John
helped with the pack-up and other tasks during the evening. Geoff Winter was a
general helper and Vanessa led the parade. Brian was chief photographer. Tanja
liaised with all the performers before the event, prepared the program and looked
after the performers on the evening, which at times was a challenge! Thanks also to
the Cultural Office of the Embassy for supplying prizes for the hand-made lantern
competition.
It was a most successful and satisfying event but we needed more volunteers on the
night, specifically for selling lanterns as Jean and her helpers were busy from 5 pm
until the end of the evening so once again they did not see any of the performers.
A big thank you to all who helped, particularly the committee as much had to be
done before the event.
Carol Keil
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Tour to visit the International Horticultural Expo in
Yanqing, Beijing
29 August – 13 September 2019
The ACT Branch of ACFS is organising a tour, using China Travel Service
(Aust) Pty Ltd in Sydney, to visit the International Horticultural Expo
being held in Yanqing County, Beijing.
The tour will also visit Chengde, the former imperial summer residence,
one of our Project Hope Schools, and other historic, culturally significant
places in the area around Beijing that are not on the usual tourist trail.
The group will be limited to 16 persons.

The cost of the tour will depend on the number of participants. If we
have 16 it will be $3666 and if we only have 12 it will be $3961 per
person on a twin share basis.
Single room supplement:$1090pp
A deposit of $500 is required to secure a place on the tour.
The tour leader will be Carol Keil.
If you are interested in coming would you please let me know so we can
get an idea of numbers and to make a booking please contact Carol on
cjkeil@proforte.com.au ph 62478231 or 0417 041148
Inclusions:
* Hotel Accommodation
* Breakfast, lunch and dinner except Day 13
* Transfers, tours, including admission fees
* Airfares including taxes and fuel surcharges
* Local guide
* Tipping

Exclusions
* Visa fee
* Travel insurance
* Travel to/from Sydney
* Personal expenses

Extension of time: It will be possible to vary your return date but you
must indicate this on the booking form and you will be contacted with a
quote.
The itinerary follows:
Day 01- 29 August Sydney/Beijing
Fly with China Eastern Airlines on flight MU 728 at 10:30 to Beijing After clearing
airport formalities, meet your CTS guide and transfer to your hotel.
Hotel: Pinggu Yuyang Hotel, Pinggu
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Day 02-30 August Pinggu(B/L/D)
In the morning, visit the Pinggu District, one of the main agricultural bases in
Beijing and so called China’s ‘Hometown of the Peach'. We will first visit
the Stone Forest Gorge. The stone forest valley is 6 kilometers long with its main
peak looking like trees put together. Then move on to the world's largest glass
sightseeing platform, hung out from the cliff on the highest peak inside the
Gorge (Shilinxia Scenic Area), 11 metres longer than the Grand Canyon Skywalk
inside the Grand Canyon National Park in the United States. You will take the
cable up to the transparent sightseeing platform and take the cable down
afterwards. Hotel: Pinggu Yuyang Hotel, Pinggu
Day 03-31 August Pinggu(B/L/D)
This morning, we will visit to the Diaowo Folk Culture Village. The village has 54
households with over 100 villagers. Today you will meet Mrs Li and her husband
Mr. Hao in their courtyard home. After lunch, drive along the deep valley
called Flying Dragon Valley. It is well known for its, original sandstones, thick
forest, beautiful waters and mysterious caves. This north-south canyon is 8 kmlong, 20m wide and 7m wide at the narrowest point. Finally visit Jingdong Karst
Cave, which is over for over 1.5 billion years old, stretches over 2500m and is
divided into 8 viewing areas named after the unique rock formations, the
stalactites, stalagmites columns that can be found inside the cave. Hotel:
Pinggu Yuyang Hotel, Pinggu
Day 04-01 September Pinggu-Chengde(B/L/D)
After breakfast in the hotel, we will embark for a three hour drive to the Summer
Mountain Resort of Chengde. Also known as ‘Chengde Leaving Palace’, it is
China's largest existing imperial garden, surrounded by lakes, forest and
mountains, The former summer capital built between 1703 and 1792 during
the Qing dynasty, covers an area of 5.64 million square meters. Hotel:
Chengde Fumanjia Hotel, Chengde
Day 05-02 September Chengde(B/L/D)
Today, we will enjoy the visit of the magnificent Summer Mountain Resort.
Hotel: Chengde Fumanjia Hotel, Chengde
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Day 06-03 September Chengde/Huanghuacheng/Yanqing(B/L/D)
After breakfast, we will drive for about 2 hours to the Huanghuacheng Great
Wall, The Huanghuacheng section is part of the inner Great Wall that connects
the Mutianyu section of the Great Wall in the east and Juyong Pass in the west.
This section was built by the emperors of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)..Later,
we drive to Yanqing. Hotel: Wyndham Beijing North Hotel, Beijing
Changping district
Day 07-04 September Yanqing(Guyaju Caves) (B/L/D)
In the morning, visit the Guyaju Caves, an ancient cliff dwelling, a mystery of
the ancient cultural relics. It is located in a quiet valley in the mountains
northwest of Yanqing, a suburb of Beijing. This is the largest cliff dwelling site
found in China. The site has been rated a key cultural relic and a national youth
education base. Hotel: Wyndham Beijing North Hotel, Beijing Changping
district
Day 08-05 September Yanqing (B/L/D)
Yanqing Horticulture Expo one-day tour. Hotel: Wyndham Beijing North
Hotel, Beijing Changping district
Day 09-06 September Yanqing (B/L/D)
Yanqing Horticulture Expo one-day tour. Hotel: Wyndham Beijing North
Hotel, Beijing Changping district
Day 10-07 September Yanqing/Zhangjiakou (B/L/D)
In the morning, we will drive for about 3 hours to the Nuanquan Ancient Town in
the west of Yuxian County, located in the west of Weixian County, Hebei
Province. Nuanquan Ancient Town was built in the Yuan Dynasty and expanded
in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The ancient town has a long history and is
famous for its spring water, markets, ancient buildings and folk culture. During
the Ming and Qing Dynasties, it was developed into "three castles, six alleys and
eighteen villages". The ancestors built three castles in the small warm spring
town, namely Beiguan Fort, Xigu Fort and a small and medium-sized fort, which
showed the dual status of human settlement and military defence in the town.
Hotel: Zhangjiakou International Hotel, Zhangjiakou
Day 11-08 September Zhangjiakou (B/L/D)
In the morning, we will drive for about 2 hours to the Huailai County. Jiming Yi,
in Huailai County northwest of the north bank of the Yanghe Jiming Mountain,
there is a hometown called Jiming Yi. Located 140 kilometers from Beijing, both
the Beijing-Baotou railway and the Beijing-Zhangjiakou highway (national
highway 110) pass through the city from north to south. To stay within the
history of the Mahjong layout of the town, Jiming Yi was a large post, spanning
both the Ming and Qing Dynasties benefiting China's military, political, economic
and communications. Jiming Yi is the largest domestic and most complete
function of an ancient post and is listed as national key cultural relic.
Hotel: Zhangjiakou International Hotel, Zhangjiakou
Day 12-09 September Zhangjiakou/Beijing (B/L/D)
In the morning, we will drive for about 3 hours to Beijing. We will first visit the
National Museum of China, The museum, covering Chinese history from
the Yuanmou Man of 1.7 million years ago to the end of the Qing Dynasty(the
last imperial dynasty in Chinese history), has a permanent collection of
1,050,000 items, with many precious and rare artifacts not to be found in
museums anywhere else in China or the rest of the world. Proceed to NiuJie
Mosques which is the oldest and largest of the 40-odd mosques in Beijing, it is a
central religious and social gathering place for Beijing’s 250,000 Muslims. The
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mosque was built in 996 AD, during the Liao dynasty, and was originally
designed by the son of an imam, Nazruddin. The present building was
constructed under the reign of the Qing Emperor Kangxi (1661-1722). You will
experience the famous Beijing Duck banquet for your dinner. Hotel: Novotel
Peace Hotel, Beijing
Day 13-10 September Beijing (B)
After breakfast, visit a Project Hope School (location to be advised) Hotel:
Hotel: Novotel Peace Hotel, Beijing
Day 14-11 September Beijing (B/L/D)
This morning, we will visit the Temple of Confucius which is the second-largest in
China after his hometown of Qufu. The temple was built in 1302 of the Yuan
dynasty to honoring the great sage. The compound was enlarged twice during
the Ming and Qing dynasty; the imperial officials used it to pay their formal
respects to Confucius until 1911, the once the site of the imperial college for the
dynasties of Yuan, Ming Qing and now a museum that consisting of multiple
scholarly halls and stone steles and showcasing the educational system in
imperial china.
Continue to the Dashanzi District, 798 Art Zone. The popular district was once
the place for North China Wireless Joint Equipment Factory. Afterwards, the
corporation moved out and leased those plants including the 798 factory.
Today, the 798 Art Zone has attracted a great deal of attention from the media
at home and abroad; and it also has become the new regional mark of the city.
Galleries, design studios, art exhibition spaces, artists' studios, fashionable
shops, restaurants, bars etc Hotel: Novotel Peace Hotel, Beijing
Day 15-12 September Beijing(B)
After breakfast, free time until transferring to the airport for our late afternoon
flight to Sydney
Day 16-13 September Sydney
Arrive in Sydney


World Heritage in China
As an ancient civilization, China is rich in resources of cultural and natural
heritage. In 1972, the United Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) adopted “the Convention concerning the
protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage”, which designed to
protect the most valuable cultural and natural heritage for all humanity.
China officially joined the convention in 1985 and declared six heritage
sites including the Great Wall, the Forbidden City, Mogao Cave,
Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor, Mount Tai and Peking Man Site at
Zhoukoudian in the World Heritage List in 1987.
For over 30 years, China has successfully declared 53 World Heritage
sites, including 36 cultural heritages and 4 mixed heritages of culture and
nature. These are the witness of Chinese traditional culture and a great
crystallization of Chinese civilization.
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This exhibition selects images of the historical monuments, ruins,
architectural complex, ancient towns, cultural landscapes and routes,
etc., aiming to bring you to the history, the stories and the spirit of the
culture.
When: 4 Mar - 29 Mar 2019, Mon.-Fri., 10 am-1 pm, 2 pm-5 pm
Where: China Cultural Centre in Sydney, Level 1, 151 Castelreagh St,
Sydney, NSW 2000


24 Solar Terms: 6 things you may not know about
Awakening of Insects
chinadaily.com.cn | Updated: 2019-03-06 09:12

The traditional Chinese lunar calendar divides the year into 24 solar
terms. Awakening of Insects (Chinese: 惊蛰) falls on March 6 and ends on
March 20 this year.
Awakening of Insects signals a rise in temperature and increased rainfall.
As the third solar term in the lunar year, its name alludes to the fact that
animals sleeping in winter are awakened by spring thunder and that the
earth begins to come back to life. It is the key time for spring agricultural
activities.
Here are 6 things you may not know about Awakening of Insects.

Spring thunder cracks the sky
The spring thunder is most noticeable during
the Awakening of Insects solar term. An old
Chinese saying goes: "If the first spring
thunder crashes before the Awakening of
Insects solar term, there will be abnormal
weather that year." The Awakening of
Insects falls after the end of winter and
before the beginning of spring. Wind during
this period is an important factor in weather
forecasting.
Modern meteorological science shows that around the Awakening of Insects,
the earth becomes humid and the hot air near the surface rises; meanwhile,
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the hot humid air from the north is strong and creates frequent winds. For this
reason, thunder occurs in this period. China covers a large range of latitudes
from north to south, so the first spring thunder appears at different times in
different areas.
Spring ploughing
The Awakening of Insects is an extremely
important time for farmers and is widely seen
as the beginning of the busiest time for
agricultural work. During this period, most
parts of China experience the quickest rise in
temperatures, with the average level reaching
above 10 degrees Celsius, and there is a
marked increase in sunshine, which provides
good natural conditions for farming.
Old Chinese sayings such as "once the
Awakening of Insects comes, spring ploughing
never rests" reveal the importance of this term to farmers.
Offering sacrifices to the white tiger
According to ancient Chinese folklore, a white
tiger is the creature that brings quarrels and
disputes. It always begins hunting during the
Awakening of Insects, and sometimes bites
people. It is said that those bitten by a white
tiger will encounter evil villains in their life that
bring obstructions and bad luck. Therefore
people offer sacrifices to the white tiger during
the Awakening of Insects to protect themselves.
When practicing this old custom, people draw the white tiger on paper, and
then smear pig's blood and pork on its mouth. This means the tiger is fed so
that it would not bite people, avoiding bad luck and conflict.
Beating 'villains'
"Villain" hitting originated in the Tang Dynasty (618-907) and it's a folk
ritual popular in Guangdong and Hong Kong. The custom is practiced
during the Awakening of Insects to expel the "villain" and to bring good
luck. People often assign a specific "witch" (usually an elderly woman) to
"beat the villains". They use paper cut in the shape of humans to represent
"villains" in their lives and the "witch" would use shoes or other tools to hit
the paper to expel bad luck. In Hong Kong, the Swan neck bridge between
Causeway Bay and Wan Chai has become a popular place for people to
beat villains.
A good time for fishing
Around the Awakening of Insects,
hibernating animals wake up, and so do
fish. They swim from deep water to
shallow water in search of food, mating
and bearing young. It is a good time for
fishing. Fishing can provide mental and
physical relaxation, especially for people
living in the city. Driving to the suburbs,
fishing in a lake, bathing in the sunlight,
enjoying the singing birds, fragrant
flowers and waving willows make for a
perfect weekend in spring.
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Eating pears
Eating pears around the Awakening of Insects is a widelypracticed custom in China. As the weather gets warmer
and the air becomes dry, people tend to feel their mouths
are parched and tongues dry, which can cause colds or
coughs. A pear is sweet, juicy and cold, moistening the
lungs to arrest a cough. Therefore, pears are highly
recommended during the Awakening of Insect


Dumplings, Dragons and
Dancing
An afternoon at one of Beijing's
legendary temple fairs
By Craig Crowther · 2019-02-18 · Source: Beijing
Review NO. 8 FEBRUARY 21, 2019

As the mass exodus from Beijing
commenced, I was begrudgingly
resigned to a week in the city over the Spring Festival holiday. Exorbitant
flight prices and a lack of forward planning on my part meant that I was
not joining the mass migration. Instead, I was staying home to hibernate
from the cold, emerging from my duvet cocoon only for food and other
essentials. After New Year's Eve, it was time to head off to one of
Beijing's famed temple fairs.
Temple fairs used to be an ancient Chinese tradition where people
gathered to worship deities from local folk religions. The once strong
religious connotation is today usurped by a sense of celebration at the
arrival of the Lunar New Year. Local families and tourists descend on the
fairs in the days succeeding the dawn of the new lunar calendar.
We opted to attend the fair at Longtan Park in central Beijing, which has
been entertaining local people during the Lunar New Year for 36
consecutive years. It's the second most popular fair in Beijing after Ditan,
or the Temple of Earth, with over 170,000 people visiting in the first two
days. Longtan literally means "pool of the dragon," with emblems of the
mythical creature visible all across the park, which is one of the largest
inside Beijing's Second Ring Road.
The park is festooned with decorations and lined with craft shops, food
stalls and recreational activities. Visitors can sample an array of Chinese
dishes, many of which are redolent with symbolism. Tuck into a hearty
plate of dumplings, which are especially popular in north China. The
name for the dumpling in Chinese is jiaozi, which if pronounced with a
different tone means exchange at the midnight hour. Thus the dumpling
has come to stand for the welcome transition from one lunar year to the
next.
The theme of this year's fair was intangible cultural heritage, aiming to
maintain once common skills, crafts and traditions, which are now elusive
in Chinese society. While a cursory glance from the uneducated eye
might lead you to think what is being sold is mere bric-a-brac, each stall
is steeped in significance. Take the coloured pinwheels, or jixiang lun in
Chinese, sold on sticks across the park. While it might seem like a
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humble toy, in Chinese culture, the spinning spokes symbolize one's luck
turning around in the Chinese New Year.
One of the most bizarre but unique crafts on sale is the hairy monkey
figurines. Known as maohou in Chinese, these intricate ornaments are
crafted from the bud of the magnolia flower and the head and legs of a
cicada bug. According to legend, a disgruntled employee made the
prototype to lampoon his callous boss. Workers at the apothecary are
said to have found it so amusing that they then began selling kits for
people to make their own. This type of toy has largely been eclipsed by
those of the mass-produced variety as China hurtles toward
modernization.
The Chinese New Year has changed rapidly over the past decade.
Fireworks are now prohibited in many large cities, people live further
away from their families, precluding them from returning home for the
festival, and rising incomes have facilitated a rapid increase in
international travel. Amid the modernization of the Chinese New Year, the
temple fair is a much loved and continued tradition. As well as being an
unchanged staple of the holidays, it's one of the few places for people to
celebrate in a public forum. With most of the merriments taking place
behind closed doors in people's homes, the fairs give locals, expats and
visitors the opportunity to come together and rejoice in the party
atmosphere as a collective. Akin to the Christmas market in the West,
temple fairs provide an opportunity for family and friends to gather, eat
traditional foods and buy a quirky souvenir. It's also a welcomed chance
to leave the house and enjoy some fresh air after days of family dinners
and deliberations. Despite the plummeting temperatures and the crowds,
a trip to a temple fair is a must, not just for locals but also for expats and
tourists to catch an inside glimpse of China's most important celebration.


ACFS Nomination form
I , __________________________ wish to nominate _________________________

for the position of President / Vice President / Secretary / Treasurer / Committee Member

Signed _______________________ Seconded _____________________

I , __________________________ agree to the above nomination

Signed _______________________ Date ____________________
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form
Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year. The
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.
Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608 are:
Single $20 Family $35 Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25
Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................
Address……………………………………………………………………..……
……………………………………………….………… Postcode ……………
Email………………………………………………………………………………
Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………
Renewal

New Member

Australia China Friendship Society
PO Box 530
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 AUSTRALIA

ACT Branch Bulletin
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Direct Credit Details:
Beyond Bank
BSB: 325-185
A/C No. 03411481
A/C Name: ACFS ACT
Branch Inc
Ref: Your name

